
Characters D6 / Azlin Rell (Human Fallen Jedi)

Name: Azlin Rell

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Height: 1.7 meters

Hair color: Dark

Eye color: Brown (removed)

Skin color: Tan

Affiliation(s): Jedi Order

Masters: Arkoff

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Brawling Parry: 6D

        Dodge: 7D

        Lightsaber: 9D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D+2

        Bargain: 5D

        Command: 4D+2

        Con: 6D

        Investigation: 7D+1

        Persuasion: 6D

        Search: 5D+1

KNOWLEDGE: 3D+1

        Alien Species: 4D

        Languages: 4D+2

        Planetary Systems: 3D+2

        Scholar (Jedi Lore): 7D+1

        Scholar (The Nameless): 9D

STRENGTH: 2D+2

        Brawling: 6D+1

        Climbing/Jumping: 5D+1

MECHANICAL: 2D+1

        Beast Riding: 6D+1

        Repulsorlift Operation: 5D

        Space Transports: 4D+2

        Starfighter Piloting: 5D+2

        Starship Weapons: 5D

TECHNICAL: 2D+2

        First Aid: 3D+1

        Lightsaber Repair: 5D+2



        Security: 5D+1

SPECIAL ABILITIES

        Control: 7D+2

        Sense: 8D

        Alter: 7D+2

Force Powers: Absorb/Dissipate Energy, Accelerate Healing, Concentration, Control Pain, Detoxify

Poison, Enhance Attribute, Hibernation Trance, Remove Fatigue, Resist Stun, Combat Sense, Danger

Sense, Life Detection, Life Sense, Magnify Senses, Receptive Telepathy, Sense Force, Telekinesis,

Lightsaber Combat, Accelerate Anothers Healing, Control Anothers Disease, Control Anothers Pain,

Detoxify Poison in Another, , Transfer Force, Affect Mind, Lesser Force Shield

EQUIPMENT

        CREDITS - 200

                Lightsaber (5D), Jedi Robes, Comlink, Utility Belt

FORCE SENSITIVE Y

FORCE POINTS 7

DARK SIDE POINTS 0 {later 5}

CHARACTER POINTS 10

Description: Azlin Rell was a human male Jedi Knight who served the Jedi Order during the High

Republic Era. A naturally humble and self-effacing individual, Rell deeply trusted in the Force and cared

about undertaking his duties as a Jedi. He was also a longtime friend of the Wookiee Jedi Arkoff, who

had once been his master. He was assigned on a service tour of the Outer Rim Territories and the

frontier, accompanied by his astromech droid, C-9. During the tour, Rell went on various missions, once

visiting the Relik moons.

In 382 BBY, Rell came to the planet Tiikae to assist a trade outpost threatened by a large herd of

migrating grass sharks. Finding the task too large for himself and C-9 to handle, he made a distress call

which was answered by Jedi Master Zallah Macri and her Padawan, Kevmo Zink. Together, the group

was able to successfully divert the creatures. Afterward, Macri and Zink were sent on a search for a

stolen Force artifact called the Rod of Seasons, ending up going to investigate the Path of the Open

Hand cult on the planet Dalna as a result, while Rell wrote some reports and made some repairs, before

planning to return to the Jedi outpost on the moon Jedha. However, while en route, Rell was asked to

search for the pair on Dalna as the Jedi had lost contact with them. Rell's search led him to find only the

Master and apprentice's mysteriously calcified remains in the Path's compound.

After reporting his discovery on Coruscant, Rell discovered while researching in the Jedi Archives that

the Rod of Seasons was connected to the Echo Stone. Rell eventually joined a party of Jedi sent by and

containing members of the Jedi High Council to investigate the Path of the Open Hand on Dalna because

of the bodies he found and in the aftermath of the Battle of Jedha. However, the Path attacked them and

many other Jedi there, sparking a devastating battle known as the Night of Sorrow. During the battle, Rell



encountered Nameless creatures deployed by the Path against the Jedi, and was around them to such a

degree that he was driven insane and plagued with hallucinations as a result. Once the battle was over,

Rell began creating a journal in a crazed frenzy that contained information about the creatures. He was

eventually checked in to the Gravan Monastery sanatorium as a result, his journal eventually hidden

away by his friend Arkoff. Rell then disappeared and abandoned the Jedi, falling to the dark side of the

Force.

Rell reappeared a century and a half later when Grand Master Yoda went in search of him shortly after

the Nihil destroyed Starlight Beacon, hoping that his many years of obsessive research on the Nameless

could help the order combat the beasts.

Personality and traits

Azlin Rell was a Force-sensitive human male with tan skin and short-cropped dark hair. Not a naturally

fearful person, he trusted in the Force and accepted it as part of him, but he was also careful and

cautious. He preferred the company of droids to other people. Rell avoided taking pride in his

accomplishments, remaining humble and stating that he had simply been doing his job. Taking credit for

being a hero embarrassed him, as he felt that he was simply doing what was required of him and all any

Jedi could do. He enjoyed Kevmo Zink's company, finding him easy to laugh with. Rell was serious and

did not mind doing reports, leading the enthusiastic Zink to be confused about whether or not the older

Jedi was teasing him. He considered a solid research background to be essential to completing missions

with satisfactory outcomes, a philosophy which saved him on several occasions.

Rell's first thought upon hearing of missing Jedi was that something terrible had happened to them, a

guess which would prove to be correct. He had a gesture of brushing his fingers against his lightsaber to

comfort himself, which he performed only when alone. Rell was deeply unsettled by the sensation of the

aftermath of the Leveler's birth and subsequent killing of Zink and Zallah Macri, which turned to horror

when he discovered they were dead. He took pieces of the pair's robes to be returned to the Jedi for their

funerals, and was grieved by their deaths, especially Zink's.

After finding their bodies, Rell began to be more afraid and did not even want to continue investigating

what had happened and instead pass off the job to someone else. He also became quite frustrated, but

also curious, which lead him to investigate at the Jedi Archives on Coruscant. He did not wish to do more

than what was asked of him and advised Matthea Cathley to keep her head down when he heard her

arguing for a bigger role in a mission. He also revealed to her that he was terrified to return to the caves

where he had found Macri and Zink's bodies.

After coming into contact with the Nameless, Rell was even more overcome by fear and did not want to

continue fighting or trying to save lives. He was especially terrified by the prospect that the Force was not

with him as he had not been able to feel it when the Nameless were nearby, and struggled with feeling

powerless in general. He also started to ignore what the Jedi accepted as right and wrong and

aggresively forced himself into Werth Plouth's mind without remorse. The encounter with the Nameless

also caused him to continually mutter that they were coming back out of fear. When he descended into

madness after being affected by the creatures three times, he became obsessed with the Nameless and

the song "Shrii ka rai ka rai" and desperately tried to make Cathley understand the danger the creatures



posed.

Powers and abilities

Rell could sense the Force around him and align himself with it, in addition to using it to sense things

around him. He sensed emotions tied to locations, and upon entering the Mother's former listening room

on Dalna, could sense the vault where her stolen artifacts had once been kept. He knew how to pilot

starships, and could calibrate communication beacons. He had the power to reach into someone's mind

with the Force, a power he used on Werth Plouth, which allowed him to see what the man was thinking.

Equipment

Rell was typically accompanied by his personal astromech droid, C-9, and owned a comlink to

communicate with it. On his tour of the Outer Rim, Rell travelled in a standard single shuttle. He wielded

a lightsaber with a pale blue blade, which he carried in a holster. Rell used a glow rod in dark areas. 
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